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SUBWAY S            US  
The gameplay involves the choice of two characters which race along 

the underground railway 
system, with the player 
using the controls to make 
the characters leap over 
onrushing trains or run along 
the tops of the carriages, 
picking up  cket winning 
coin images on the way. 
The coins are transferred 
into winning  ckets. The 
threats to the characters 
are of course crashing into 
trains or falling between 
the tracks. There is a ramp 
feature which enables the 
character to power up and 
leap tracks. The game comes 
on a new 42ins ver  cal 
monitor, re  ec  ng a current 
trend in the design of new 
redemp  on games. 
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The ride has all of the 
safety devices one would 
expect from one of the 
world leaders in kiddie 
ride development and 
a number of sound and 
ligh  ng e  ects. t also 
has a  re engine themed 
video game mounted in 
the front of the driver.
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The player uses a water cannon shaped like an 
elephant,  ring a et of water from its trunk 
at a rota  ng la y river with characters si   ng 
on tyres. The ob ect is to use the et of water 
to push them through targets. The player’s 
success with the water et determines the 
number of  ckets won, which are indicated 
by an LED mounted on top of the game. 
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      The movement is controlled by tapping bu  ons 

on the front of the tall, ver  cal monitor game. Built by anadian developer 
Adrenaline, lappy Tickets is likely to be one of the hit games at the AA A 
show this month, says Adrenaline’s rancois Lachance. Bea  ng a set score 
on the game gives a bonus award of 1,000  ckets. t is a one or two player 
game with blue or red birds.
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The game is reported to be earning very 
high revenues in US tests, said Betson’s 
Bob Boals, and is noted for its spectacular 
e  ects when a win is achieved on the tall 
play  eld. ishbowl is one of a new genre of 
redemp  on games played on a high ver  cal 
play  eld with cups to catch a ball  red up to 
the top of the deck. They fall between pins, 
bagatelle style, and hopefully into cups, 
each with a value of up to 00  ckets.
n the US, said Boals, the game is played 

on some top loca  ons at 2 a  me, but 
mainly on 1 play. A feature includes one 
target which will release mul  
ball play for a limited  me. 
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